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DOG DOO? GOOD GOD! 
WIN EMMONS 
Waco, Texas 
Many additional palindromes can be found on my website http://www.palindromania.com. 
1 xxxxxxx Xxxxx 
"Pomp and Circumstance" composer has no shabby clothes 
2 xxxx Xxx xxx X xxx x xxxxxx 
Scottish maid A va noticed that I was an indentured servant of a feudal lord 
3 X xxx x xxxx, Xxx, xx X.x. 
Terrorist tells Dorothy he received a message to blow up a soldier 
4 Xxxxxxx-Xxxxx xxx 
Spirits jointly distilled by two African nations 
5 xxx, Xx, xx xxxxxx 
What's my line, Ebenezer? The mating habits of Eurasian goats 
6 Xxx xxx, xxx Xxx xxx xxxxxxxx! 
Abraham, getting on in years, is told his father has been taken sick from a tainted sucker 
7 xxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxx xxx 
Reinforced a large container for the last course of a meal 
8 xxx xxxxxx xx, Xxx, xx? 
This advertisement kicks butt, doesn't it, Abraham? 
9 xxxxx xxxxxxx, Xxx 
Salvatore is told to capture pygmy chimps using a rope 
10 xxxxxx xxx xxxx 
Bring fresh air to the exercise run for cats and dogs 
II Xxx! xxxxxxx Xxxxx xx x xxx! 
Heavens! This stupid Russian leader is a real cipher! 
12 xxxxxx xxxxxxxx, Xx 
Eleanor is asked to reduce the uncertainty 
13 Xxxx xxxxxxxx Xxxx xxx 
Yugoslavian cold war leader painted a picture of a Roman emperor's breast 
14 xxxxxxxx Xxx x xxx 
Chicago newspaper headline extolling the virtues of a highly-paid baseball player 
IS xxx Xxxx xxxxxxx xxx xx 
Sister Anna doesn't care for marijuana 
16 xxx x xxxxxx xxxxx 
Harangue a diminutive heathen 
17 xxxxxx xxxx xxx 
Neat apartment occupied by a private school student 
18 X xxxxxx xx 
This well-known irrational number is my favorite 
19 Xxxx xxx xx x xxxxx 
Clinton's attorney-general finds Beano a success 
20 xxxx! xxxxxx Xx, xxxxxxx 
Darn! Fur-clad Eleanor, born out of wedlock 
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21 xxxx xx x xxxxxx 
What the actor got when he tried out for the role of an ancient despot 
22 xxxxxx xxxx xxx 
Synagogue janitors get together 
23 Xx, xx Xx xxxx xxx xxxxxxx Xxx 
Maurice, financial bets by me on declining iron prices baffled Mother 
24 Xxx, X'x xx x xxxxx 
Mystery writer Stout's girlfriend tells him she is attending an informal dance 
25 Xxx xxxxxxx xxxxx 
Coach Stuart demands that opposing teams be overwhelmed 
26 xxx'x xxxx Xxxxxxx xxxx Xxxxxx 
We compel an ascetic Palestinian sect to search for a Dutch beer 
27 Xxxxxx xxxxx xx xx xxx Xxx 
Rex, this Persian king gave his former wife a bedroom workout 
28 xxx, Xxx, xxxx x 
Someone points out to Gilbert frilly nightgowns for men 
29 xxxxxxx xxx xxx 
Scott Joplin's syncopated piece about people discussing trash 
30 xx xxxxx, Xxxxx xxx 
Muslims promising their God that they will make their own clothes 
3 I xxxxxxx Xxxxxxxxx' x 
The onion belongs to the Iranian religious leader 
32 xx, Xxx! Xxxx xx xx Xxxxx Xxxxxxx 
That's a laugh, Lillian! Oriental Edna shears amson 
33 "xx, X.X," xxxx xxxxxxx 
"Hey, get your bunkum here," cried the kid selling papers 
34 xxxxxxx Xxxxx, Xxx 
Mark Twain, give this French impressionist a rubdown 
35 xxx xxxx 
A theater location for self-important people 
36 xxxx xxxxx 
Formal court orders regarding pri on 
37 Xxx Xxxx X.X. xxxx 
Insufferable Uncle Remus infant i a college graduate 
38 xx! xx xxxx, xxxx xxx! 
Exhortation to an Iditarod canine owned by a J re tl r 
39 xxxxx x xxxx Xxx 
Stop the senior Massachusetts senator from treaking 
40 Xxx xx Xxxxx x xxxxxxxx xxxx 
Prince Andrew's girlfriend took a hot pepper to a Himala an lIntry 
41 Xxx xxxxxx x Xxxxx xxxxxx 
The cotton gin inventor failed to ee an allu ion t H II 
42 Xxx xx xx xx x xxx 
In her present state, Margaret is a jewel 
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